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Abstract

This paper presents anew computer system, PROSPECT, for protein threading. PROSPECT
employs an energy function that consists of three additive terms: (1) a singleton fitness term,
(2) a distance-dependent pairwise-interaction preference term, and (3) alignment gap penalty;
and currently uses FSSP as its threading template database. PROSPECT uses a divide-a.nd-
conquer algorithm to find an alignment between a query protein sequence and a protein fold
template, which is guaranteed to be globally optimal for its energy function. The threading
algorithm presented here significantly improves the computational efficiency of our previously-
published algorithm, which makes PROSPECT a practical tool even for large protein threading
problems. Mathematically, PROSPECT finds a globally-optimal threading between a query
sequence of n residues and a fold template of m residues and M core secondary structures in
O(nm + MnN15c-1) time and O(nm + nNc–l ) space, where C, the topological complexity
of the template fold as we term, is a value which characterizes the overall “structure” of the
considered pairwise interactions in the fold; and IV represents the maximum number of possible
alignments between an individual core of the fold and the query sequence when its neighboring
cores are already aligned. PROSPECT allows a user to incorporate known biological constraints
about the query sequence during the threading process. For given constraints, the system finds
a globally-optimal threading which satisfies the constraints. Currently PROSPECT can deal
with constraints which reflect geometrical relationships among residues of disulfide bonds, active
sites, or determined by the NOE constraints of (low-resolution) NMR spectral data.

Keywords: protein threading, protein structure prediction, constrained optimal threading

1 Introduction

We have recently developed a computer system for protein threading, called PROSPECT (PRO-
tein Structure Prediction and Evaluation Computer Toolkit). Like many existing threading systems
[3, 4,7,10, 11,12, 15], PROSPECT uses a knowledge-based energy function which consists of three
additive terms: (1) a singleton term which measures the fitness of aligning a particular amino acid
to a particular environment in the fold template, defined by secondary structure and solvent acces-
sibility; (2) a distance-dependent pairwise interaction term which measures the cent act preference
between a pair of amino acids assigned to template positions that are certain distance away; and
(3) gap penalties for unaligned amino acids and template positions. PROSPECT uses a divide-
and-conquer algorithm to find an optimal threading, for a given energy function of the above
form, between the query sequence and a fold template and does so in an efficient manner [18]. A

fundamental difference between the PROSPECT threading algorithm and the other similar algo-
rithms is that the algorithm is structured in such a way that the dominating factor (the exponential

“Throughout this paper, an optimal threading means a globally optimal threading.
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term) in its computational complexity, O(rrm + IMnlVl”5c-1), is a parameter C which we call the
topological complexity of the fold template, where n and m are the numbers of residues in the query
sequence and the template, respect ively, and M is the number of core secondary structures in the
template and N << n. We have demonstrated that C’ is a small integer (< 6) for a significant
portion of the structural templates in FSSP (release of May 1998) [9] when pairwise interactions
are considered only between residues whose ,b-carbon atoms are at most 15A apart. With its sig-
nificantly improved computational efficiency over our previously-published result [18], PROSPECT
threading algorithm can solve threading problems for all fold templates of FSSP with C’ <6 within
a reasonable amount of time.

Another key technical contribution of the PROSPECT system is that we have generalized the
basic threading algorithm to allow finding a optimal threading under various geometric constraints
on the unknown structure. The generalization oft he basic threading problem to constrained thread-
ing pro biems facilitates the easy incorporateion of known biological constraints into the tbreading
process, which can significantly improve the fold recognition and threading-alignment accuracy.

PROSPECT consists of six main components: (a) a knowledge-based energy function, (b) a
template database, (c) an optimizer which finds the optimal energy value when threading the query
sequence onto a fold template, (d) a threading-alignment generator which recovers the sequence-
structure alignment which achieves the optimal energy, (e) an interface to MODELLER [14], which
is used to generate an atomic model based on the provided threaded structure, and (f) an evaluator
for evaluation of the statistical significance of a found sequence-structure alignment, which is still
under construction.

2 Template library and energy function

Our template library currently contains 1324 representative protein 3D structures horn the FSSP
database (release of May, 1998) [9]. The library covers all the protein folds in the Brookhaven
Protein Data Bank (PDB) [2]. Any two proteins in the library have less than 25% sequence
identity.

PROSPECT currently uses a knowledge-based energy function of the following form, similar to
the ones developed by other researchers [4, 16]:

Esingleton + .EPair + Egap. (1)

The singleton term Esi.91.tOnrepresents a residue’s local preference of the secondary structures
(helix, sheet, and loop) and its preference in certain solvent environment (exposed to solvent or
in the interior of the protein), combined with the PAM250 substitution matrix [8]. The pairwise

interaction term EP~i~measures the preference of a pair of particular amino acid types at certain
distance, measured between their @carbon atoms. Currently, PROSPECT uses 11 different dis-
tance slots, i.e., O-5 ~ and every 1 ~ interval between 5 ~ and 15 & In PROSPECT, we do not

allow gaps within a core secondary structure alignment; and hence all gaps are confined to loop
regions. PROSPECT uses a penalty function E~~Pto penalize the length difference, 6, between a

loop in a structural template and its aligned (loop) region in the query sequence as follows [8]:
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E9.P(6) = 3.631+ 1.493 log(d). (2)

3 An improved algorithm for optimal threading

3.1 Problem formulation

Let s = S1S2...sn be a protein sequence, and (t, 7’) be a protein fold template with loops being
removed~ ~where t = t1t2.. .tm is a sequence of template positions (with an array of physical proper-
ties attached to each of them), and T = T1, ..., Tk~ is the sequence of core secondary structures t is
partitioned into. Let pairs(t, T) be the set of all pairs of positions in the template (t, T), considered
K{>~lavepairwise interactions. Wrther let loop (Ti, Ti+l ) represent the loop Iengthc between the cores

‘Ti and Ti+l. We use ~(z, g) to represent the fitness of aligning the amino acid z to the template

position g, p(zl, ZZ) to denote the interaction preference between of a pair (ZI, Z2) E pairs (t, T), and
. (rl, r2) to represent a penalty for the length difference between two (“aligned”) loops of lengths

;’l and r2. A protein tlweading problem can be defined as to find a partition~ {S1, .... S2~+1 } of s
such that ItS2ZII= /lTiIIfor all 1< i < M, and the following function is minimized:

x x f(5’2i[~l,~i[~l)+ ~ p(szi[j],s2#[j’])+ ~ L(l]s2&lll,loop(Ti_l, TJ)
i~[l,~] .jG[l,/]7’i11] (~,[j],~,,[j’]jcpairs(t,q K[l,l’vr+l]

(3)

where X [k] represents the kth element of X, and II. IIrepresents the cardinalit y of a set.

Because of our assumption that alignment gaps are confined to regions between cores, we can
use cores as the basic alignment units and give the following more compact definition of the protein
threading problem, which we will use throughout the rest of the paper. Let

PAIRS (t, T) = {(Ti, T’) Ithere exists (z, y) G pairs(t, T) and z E Ti, y = Tj}.

The protein threading problem can be restated so as to minimize the following function:

~ F(s2i,Ti)+ ~ P(s2i,S’w)+ ~ L(lls2,_,ll,loop(Ti_,, TJ) (4)

K[l,M] (~,,~i/)~PAIRS(t,~) K[l,. k’f+l]

where

P(s2i, s2iJ)= E p(szi~], SW [j’]), and F(s2i, Ti) = ~ f(s2ih],~i[J).
(Z’,[j],~,/[j’j)~pairs(t,~) jql,lvill]

Note that each partition {S1, .... S2M+1 } ofs defined above gives an alignment between T1...Tkl
and s. We call the starting position of S2Zin s an aligned position of core Ti.

bOnly loop length conservation but not the actual loop alignment is modeled in our formulation of the protein
threading problem.

‘loop(To iT1) and 100p(TN,TN+I) represent the lengths of loops before the first core T1 and after the last core TN,
respect ively.

‘Each Si is a substring of s, and some of the Si’s could be 0.
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Figure 1: A graph representation of a template. Each node represents a core. An edge represents
pairwise interactions between residues of the corresponding cores. The portion inside the dotted
box represents a partial template, where each open link has an assigned orientation.

3.2 A divide-and-conquer algorithm

The problem described in Section 3.1 is a variation of the one described in [18], and we outline an

improved algorithm for solving the problem. We first introduce a few terminology. We call each

(Ti, T“) G PAIRS (t, T) a link between cores Ti and Tj. Each link (Ti, Tj) has an orientation, i.e.,

one end is the source and the other end a sink. The orientation of an link is determined by our
threading algorithm to optimize the computational efficiency of the algorithm. For any sequence
x, we use Zi,j to denote the subsequence of x from positions i to j. Each partial template Ti,j
determines a set of open links {(TV, 2%)}, with w E [i, j] and w ~ [i, j]. An open link of Ti,j, for a
given set of link orientation assignments, is called an in-link of Ti,j if its source f! Tz,j; otherwise

it is an out-link of Ti,j. The open link complexity of Ti,j under a particular set of link-orientation
assignments is defined to be the number of different sources that its open links have. An aligned

position of a link (T., Tw) is the aligned position of its source.
Let sc~~e(Ti,j, %,w, Di,j, Ai,j) represent the score of a lowest-scoring alignment between the

partial template Ti,j and the partial sequence SV,Wunder the constraints that Tz,j‘S open links
have orientation assignments Di,j and Ti,j’s open links’ aligned positions are Ai,j. The following
statement can be proved by an inductive argument, which we omit in this abstract. For any
k G [i, j – 1],there exists a u = [v, w – 1] such-that

sc~e(Ti,j ~sv,wj Di,j, Ai,j) = ~omi:o
,,h~ ,,k

and for the boundary condition,

sc~e(Ti,i, SV,w, Di,i, Ai,i) = min
M6[V,W–IIT;,;II+l]{

where D? ~ (and similarly A~,k) denotes the

links of ;i,k that connect to Tk+l,j; A/~~

.SC(We(Ta,k,Sv,u,D:;; u D:,k, A& U .~:,k)+

sc~e(Tk+l,j ~%+1,w ~D:;jk U D;,k, A::; U A:,k)+
L(posn(T~+l ) – pOsn(Tk) – IIT.11,loop(Tk, Tk+~))

(5)

F(aligned(Ti, u), Ti) + ~in-link (~,,~j)~PAIRS(~>~)

}
, (6)

P(aligned(Ti, u), aligned(7’j, posn(Tj)))

orientation (aligned posit ion) assignments to the open

(similarly Af) represents the subset of Ai,j that is.. ..
associated to Tz,k (Tk+1,j ); and ll;~~ and D~’k are similarly defined; posn(Ti) denotes the current
aligned position of Ti and aligned(Ti, z) denotes the aligned portion ofs with Ti when the aligned
position of Ti is z; and ~ represents the inversed “in”/ “out” sequence of X. Based on (5) and
(6), we know that scare(Tl,~, sl,n, ,@ 0) gives the score of an alignment that minimizes function (4)
(and equivalently function (3)).
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Figure 2: Valid aligned positions D,: (z) and D: for T!z_l and Ti+l, respectively, when Ti is aligned at
position x. Each node on layer z represents a possible aligned position core T!!may have (independent
of other cores alignments). Each g E Dt- (z) and z forms a directed edge from z to g; Similarly for
each y ~ 22>(z).

3.3 Application of loop-length constraints

First notice that when one core is already aligned, the number of possible alignments for its adjacent
cores is bounded by the range of a loop length. If we use Dj to denote the set of all possible aligned
positions of core Ti, we can significantly reduce the size of ‘Di, by using the minimum and maximum
loop lengths’ combined with predicted loop residues. We now outline an algorithm to achieve this.
First, we apply a method we have developed in a separate work~ [19], combined with loop residue
predictions with high confidence by PHD [13], to each core Ti. It precludes, on average, 30- 40% of
the query sequence positions as possible aligned positions of TZ, and hence reduces the initial size
of Dz. Based on our extensive test, at this level of preclusion, the method has 0% false preclusion
of correct aligned positions. By combining the reduced size of each Di with loop length constraints,
the following can further significantly reduce the sizes of all Di’s from a more global point of view.

Let each Di be sorted in the increasing order of their potential aligned positions. For each
z c Dz, define D:(z) be the sublist of Di+l such that both the minimum loop length and the
maximum loop length are satisfied whe T’z is aligned at position x and Ti+l is aligned with any
element of this sublist, for each i e [1, Al — 1]. Dt: (z) is similarly defined with respect to Ti_ 1, for
each x E Di and each i E [2, M]. Using the graph representation of Figure 2, we have the following
key observation: an z E Z7i is a part of a possible set of aligned positions, for any i, if and only if
z is on a simple direct path from an element of 231 to an element of Z7~. The” following algorithm
removes all the elements that are not on any such direct path.

FILTER (D)
1. for i = 2 till Id step +1 do

2. if z E Zli has Z)z:(z) = 0 then remove Z;
3. fori =iW– 1 till 1 step –1 do
4. if z G Di has D;(z) = 0 then remove Z.

The correctness of the algorithm is straightforward to verify. For the computational complexity
analysis of Section 3.5, we define IV= maxi,z~m,{l\.Dz:(z) It,1111~(z) l]}.

eTypically a loop region has 5-30 amino acids.
‘The basic idea of the method is that it calculates a fitness profile of each individual core in the query protein

sequence based on the combination of singleton fitness and secondary structure preferences.
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3.4 Thetopological complexity ofa fold

One of the key technical contribution of the PROSPECT project is that we have discovered a
new and significant parameter, the topological complexity of a fold template, which dominates the
computational complexity of our threading algorithm.

For partial template Tz,j, we use c(T~,j, D) to denote T!,j’s open link complexity under the link-
orientation assignments D. Let ‘T represent a binary tree with the root representing the whole
template T1,M, the two children of each non-leaf node v representing a hi-partition of the (partial)
template that v represents, and each leaf node representing a (different) core. We call

rnin{ max @’i,j >~)} (7)
7@ tree node Ti,j ET

the topological complexity of fold T. An efficient algorithm has been developed for calculating
the topological complexity of a fold and its associated hi-partition points and link-orientation
assignments. By using these hi-partition points and link-orientation assignments, the maximum
open link complexity C becomes the topological complexity of the fold, and hence minimized. We
refer the reader to [18] for more details.

The following table shows the distribution of the topological complexity with respect to the
cutoff distance (measured between beta-carbon atoms) for pairwise interactions, over a set of 750
foldsg in our database. The number of each entry denotes the number of cases among 750 folds
that has a particular topological complexity (row) when the cutoff (~) for pairwise interactions is
set at a particular distance (column).

c\ cutoff (A) 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
0 52 52 52 52 52 52 52 52 52 52 52
1 87 87 87 87 87 87 87 87 87 87 87
2 218 162 135 118 112 106 102 98 96 94 92
3 364 318 245 189 152 131 114 104 93 83 77
4 29 126 216 245 218 198 185 175 161 156 154

5 0 5 15 58 121 156 162 151 136 120 105
6 0 0 0 1 8 19 47 82 117 135 141
7 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 8 23 38
8 0 0 0 0 0 0 “o o 0 0 4

Table 1: Distribution of topological complexity versus pairwise interaction cutoffs.

3.5 Computational efficiency

By exploiting a number of (nontrivial) data structures, the divide-and-conquer algorithm of Section
3.2 can be implemented in O(mn + &fnNl”5c-1) time and O(mn + n~c-l) space, where C is the
topological complexity of the template fold. The following table summarizes the actual running
time of PROSPECT on the 68 pairs of aligned structures in the UCLA benchmark set [6] on a SUN
workstation.

‘We expect to complete this table by including all 1324 templates in our template library. The template length,
in this subset, ranges from 31- 793 amino acids and the number of their core secondary structures ranges from 1 to
34.
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Seq Temp Leng-S Leng-T C Time

laaj
laba
laep
larb

latna
lbbha
lbbtl
lbgeb
lc2ra
lcaub
lcew
lchra
lcid
lcpcl
lcrl

ldsba
ldxtb
leaf

lfcla
lfxia
lgal
lgky
lgpla
lhip
lhom
lhrha
lisua
llgaa
lltsd
lmdc
lmioc
lmup
lnpx
lone

(a.a.) (a.a.) (see)
lpaz 105 120 4 8.1
lego

256ba
5ptpt
latr

2ccya
Zph’1

2gmfat
lycc

lcaua
lmola
2mnr
2rhe
lcola
lede
2trxa
lhbg
4cla

2fb4h
lubq
3COX
3adk
2trxa
2hipa
llfb
lrnh
2hipa
2cyp
lbova

life
2minbt

lrbp
3grs

87
158
268
378
132
215
175
116
186
108
376
178
173
534
189
148
246
212
96
548
189
198
85
68
136
62

347
103
133
532
164
4.53

85
106
222
383
127
288
121
108
181
94
357
114
197
310
108
147
213
229
76
500
194
108
71
77
148
71

293
69
131
522
174
461

3 1.3
3 0.2
5 110.7’
4 154.3
3 0.1
4 21.9
4 6.2
2 0.0
4 38.9
3 0.2
5 19.8”
3 3.0
5 3.6
5 122.0”
4 58.6
4 0.4
4 19.7
4 61.2
3 0.0
8—
4 7.9
4 45.8
1 0.0
2 0.0
4 2.0
1 0.0
4 16.3
4 11.3
4 1.5
5 205.4=
3 0.8
6 353.1*

7rsa 104 124 5 37.0

Seq Temp Leng-S Leng-T C Time
(a.a.) (a.a.) (see)

loss 4cpv 149 108 3 0.6
lpfc
lrcb
lsaca
lstfi

ltaha
Iten
ltie
ltlk

2afnat
2ak3at
2azaa
2cmd
2fbjl
2gbp

2hhma
2hpda
2mnr
2mtac
2omfl
2pia
2pna
2sara
2sas
2sga

2simt
2snv
3cd4
3chy
3hlab
3rubl
4sbva
5fdl

3hlab
2gmfaT
2ayht
lmola
ltca

3hhrb
4fgf
2rhe
laoza
lgky
lpaz
61dh

8fabb
21iv

lfbpa
2cpp
4enl
1ycc
2por
lfnb~
lshaa
9rnt

2scpa
5ptpt
lnsba
5ptp~
2rhe
2foxt
2rhe
6xia

2tbva
2fxb

8ilb 4fgf

113
129
204
98

318
91
172
124
344
226
129
316
215
309
279
471
361
148
345
321
104
96
187
181
381
151
184
128
99

483
264
106
153

99
121
214
94
317
195
124
114
552
186
120
329
214
344
316
405
436
108
301
296
103
104
174
222
390
222
114
138
114
387
286
81
124

3 0.2
4 4.2
4 102.5
3 0.2
5 100.8*
3 0.5
5 251.8”
3 1.1
7—
4 13.6
4 17.5
5 1514.3
4 55.7
5 30.8”
5 872.2
5 125.4*
6 361.9”
2 0.1
3 43.5
5 6.2”
3 0.4
4 6.2
4 0.5
5 833.1”
7 13.5”
5 1893.8
3 2.2
4 13.9
3 0.7
5 18.5*
3 56.6
4 19.7
5 118.7”

Table 2: PROSPECT running efficiency. “Seq” (employed as sequences) and “Temp” (employed as templates)

used in threading (~ marks updated structures in PDB from the original 68 pairs). “Leng-S” and “Leng-T” are

numbers of amino acids (a.a.) in a sequence and a template, respectively; “C” is the topological complexity of the

template. “Time” is the CPU time (in seconds) of the threading on a SUN workstation. For the cases indicated by

*, the threading was carried out using the loop positions predicted by PHD with high confidence. “-” indicates that

the computer memory (about lGB) is insufficient for the threading.

4 Optimal and near-optimal threading alignments

Similar to the sequence-sequence alignment problem, a structure-sequence alignment with the op-
timal score may not always correspond to the biologically optimal alignment due to the limitations
of knowledge-based energy functions. Hence there is a need to generate structure-sequence align-
ments which score in the neighborhood of the optimal alignment score. PROSPECT generates
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all structure-sequence alignments which have alignment scores < S* + c after the optimal score

S* is determined, for any user-specified c >0. Algorithms for generating near-optimal sequence-
sequence alignments like [17] won’t work for our problem due to the fundamental difference between
the algorithmic structures.

We still use Ti,j to represent the partial template from cores i to j, and SV,Wthe partial query

sequence from positions v to w. Let C(i, j, v, w) be the list of all possible aligned positions of the

open links of Ti,j when aligned to partial sequence SV,W.lJatai,j,V,W[X].score represents the optimal
threading score between Ti,j and SV,Wunder condition X c C’(i, j, v, w). Datai,j,o,w [X] alignments
is the list of (partial) alignments which achieve Datai,j,V,w[X] score. The following recursive pro-
cedure is a high-level description of the core of our threading-alignment generation algorit hm. It
recursively puts all the alignments, which achieve the optimal tbreading score under condition X,
into Datai,j,v,w.

ALIGNMENT (Ti,j, SV)W,X)
1. ifi<j
2. let k be the partition point of Ti,j specified by the partition scheme;

3. for each u E [V,W – 1], each Xl c C(i, k,v, u) and each X2 = C’(k + l,j, u + l,w) do
4. if Datai,j,V,w[X].score = Datai,k,V,UIXl].score +Datak+l,j,U+l,w [Xz].score then
5. cdl ALIGNMENT (Ti,k, SV,u , Xl )

6. call ALIGNMENT (T~+l,j,S~+I,W~X2)
7. for each al E Datai,~,V,UIX1].alignments and each a2 E Datak+l,j,u+l,W IXz].alignments do
8. add the appended al and az to Datai,j,~,~ [X].alignments.
9. else a simple procedure for finding the best alignment between Ti,i and SV,W.

To output all near-optimal alignments for a given ~, we simply need to call ALIGNMENT
(T1,~, SI,n,X) for each X such that Datal,MIX].scm-e < S* + e. To implement this procedure
efficiently both time and space-wise, a number of lower-level data structures, including a red-black
tree, are employed. The algorithms can be implemented in O(mn + iMnNc-l + P) time and space,
where F’ is the number of near-optimal alignments. P is typically significantly smaller than the
rest of the terms, and hence the time and space complexities are well witbin’ the time and space
bounds of the divide-and-conquer threading procedure.

5 Applications

We have used PROSPECT in the recent CASP-3 protein structure contest (5]. While a detailed
performance analysis by PROSPECT will be published elsewhere (ORNL Computational Pro-
tein Group, unpublished results), we highlight one key technical contribution, constrained optimal
threading, adopted in PROSPECT, and give a brief summary on its overall performance. Dur-
ing the CASP-3 contest, we found that some structural information about an unknown protein
could become available before the full structure of the protein is experimentally determined. This
information could help both improve the threading results (both fold recognition and alignment
accuracies) and reduce the computational cost.
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5.1 Constrained optimal threading

I

We will use the same notations as in Section 3.1 in defining a constrained optimal threading problem,

which is defined to as find a partition {S1, .... S2~+1 } of the query sequence s such that each S2i

has the same length of each core secondary structure Ti of the template (t, T), for all 1< i < Al,
and the following (constrained) function is minimized:

~ ~ f(J$2i[J>~i[.d)+ ~ p(szi[j],Szil[j’])+ ~ L(lp22_lll,loop(Ti_l, Ti))

iG[l, M] jE[l,llz’i Ill (Ti[jl,Ti, [j’]) cpairs(t,T) i~[l,.!f+l]

I subject to: ai S distance(si, s~~) < bz, for all (i, i’) E C

where ai and bi are specified lower and upper bounds, and C is a given set of index pairs on the
query sequence. These pairwise (distance) constraints can be used to model (1) disulfide bonds~,

(2) active sitesi and (3) NOE (nuclear Overhauser effects) distance constraints between nearby
hydrogen atoms of certain residues~.

Considering the possibility that the constraints may not always be satisfied even for similar folds
to the native structure, we have reformulated the problem by converting the hard constraints to soft
constraints in our current implementation. That is to use a penalty function to penalize deviations
from the specified range [ai, bi] for each distance(si, si~), and to make this penalty term an additive
term of the objective function. By doing so, we have converted the constrained threading problem to
an unconstrained problem, which can be solved by a variation of the divide-and-conquer procedure.
The major difference between this problem and the original optimal threading problem is that the
objective function could have hundreds even upto tens of thousands of additive terms, depending on
the size, I](2II,of C. Our current algorithm solves the problem in 0(mn+MnN15c-1+MnNC-1 IICII)
time. Typically the third term is significantly smaller than the second term. Hence the increase in
runing time for this constrained optimal threading algorithm is minimal. We omit further details
in this abstract.

We now give an example of applying the constrained version of PROSPECT to illustrate how
constraints, in particular NOE distante constraints from NMR data, can help improve the threading
results. The test sequence is that of the antennapedia protein with 68 amino acids (PDB code:
lhom), and the target protein structure (with the same fold) is the transcription factor LFB1 with
77 amino acids (PDB code: llfb),. Both lhom and llfb have three a-helices. Among residues that
are structurally aligned with each other, there are only 16% identical amino-acids between the
two proteins. Without any information other than the sequence of lhom, PROSPECT ranked the
alignment with the target fold llfb the 57t~ out of 582 unique folds in this test, with only one helix
among the three aligned correctly. Then we applied the constrained version of PROSPECT using
11 distance constraints between ~-carbons derived from a subset of the NOE constraints of lhom

‘Dissulfide bonds between certain cysteine pairs of an unknown structure could be determined before the full
protein structure is solved.

‘.Active sites of a query sequence and the geometrical relationship among the involved residues could be determined
experimentally before the protein structure is fully determined.

~This could be particularly useful for situations when only low-resolution NOE constraints, which along are not
sufficient to determine an accurate structure, are available.

kIn this test, we used estimated dist~ces between &carbones based on the ?JOE dkhM32S between hydrogen atoms
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obtained from the PDB database. The new calculation ranked the

the 582 possible folds, and all three helices were aligned correctly.

5.2 Prediction performance in CASP-3: a summary

correct fold llfb the 2nd among

The following table summarizes the performance of PROSPECT on 34 targets of the CASP-3
contest [5]. More detailed analysis of its performance in CASP-3 will be published elsewhere.

Target N-expt N-pred Str-Align AlignO RMSD Comments
(a.a.) (a.a.) (a.a./A) (a.a.) (A)

too431 158 158 42 / 2.42 19 15.6 similar structure, wrong topology
too441 335 347 50 / 2.86 28 21.5 unrecognized
tO0461 119 118 44 / 2.81 10 17.3 similar /3-barrel
too471 158 158 152 / 0.97 157 1.3 homologous, one of the best in CASP
tO0481 116 99 92 / 1.31 92 2.6 homologous
too491 378 392 261 / 2.08 205 8.0 recognized
too521 101 101 29 / 2.59 0 17.1 new fold
too531 257 264 174 / 2.79 90 7.7 recognized, the best in CASP
too551 123 125 104 / 2.30 99 3.0 homologous
tO0561 114 114 42 / 2.80 27 16.9 new fold
too571 340 340 239 / 2.42 123 11.3 recognized
tO0581 225 225 217 / 1.04 215 1.4 homologous, one of the best in CASP
too591 71 72 29 / 2.84 0 11.9 similar ~-barrel
tO0601 117 108 106 / 1.25 103 1.4 homologous
tO0611 76 89 34 / 2.50 0 13.4 a close fold
tO0631 135 138 32 / 2.84 13 16.9 a close fold
tO0641 103 102 63 / 1.48 47 9.7 recognized
tO0651 31 46 30 / 1.88 12 4.2 recognized
tO067z 185 169 68 / 2.31 14 14.8 right domain
tO0681 376 350 290 / 1.76 187 10.8 recognized
too701 332 267 210 / 2.00 64 18.7 recognized
too711 237 205 34 / 2.87 6 16.6 unrecognized
too731 48 48 43 / 1.36 45 2.1 the best prediction
too741 95 74 60 / 2.63 59 4.9 one of the best predictions
too754 88 110 33 / 2.60 15 11.7 unrecognized
tO0761 140 140 70 / 1.72 60 9.8 homologous
too773 104 97 32 / 2.56 7 11.0 right motif
too791 116 114 33 / 2.41 19 13.7 unrecognized
tO0801 200 219 31 / 2.63 17 18.1 a close fold
tO081A 151 143 39 / 2.24 0 16.0 template recognized, wrong alignment
tO0821 190 177 139 / 1.95 120 7.0 recognized
tO0831 156 I22 39 / 2.50 26 15.9 unrecognized
tO0841 30 37 30 / 1.22 26 0.8 one of the best predictions
tO0851 211 211 52 / 2.03 18 17.8 right motifs

Table 3: A summary of PROSPECT prediction performance in CASP-3. “Target” lists the CASP-3 targets

having available experimental structures, where the subscript indicates the model number of the prediction. “N-expt”

and “N-pred” give numbers of amino acids (a.a.) in the experimental structure and the predicted one, respectively.

from the PDB file. In future development, distances between 13CP’scan be obtained directly using recently-developed
NMR technologies.
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“Str-Align” shows number of equivalent residues and C~-RSMD for the structurally alignable portion between the

experimental structure and the predicted one in a sequence independent superposition using SARF [1]. “.AlignO’>

gives number of correctly aligned residues. “RMSD” is the Ca-RSMD between the experimental structure and the

predicted one for the sequence dependent superposition of all available residues. The valuesof “.41ign0 and “RMSD

are taken from the CASP 3 conference abstract.

6 Summary

Two key technologies have been developed as part of the PROSPECT project: (1) an efficient
threading algorithm which guarantees to find a globally-optimal threading, based on new insights
about what really makes the threading problem computationally difficult and the discovery of the
topological complexity of a protein fold; and (2) a constrained optimal threading algorithm which
provides a rigorous framework for incorporating biological constraints into the threading process.
With our current effort focusing on improving our knowledge-based energy functions and adding
evaluation measurements on threading-alignments based on statistical information, we expect to
make PROSPECT publicly-available within the next few months.
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